


THE SHORTAGE IS VERY REAL

Courtesy of TechForce Foundation’s Technician Demand Report – Oct 2017

• The shortage must be made up by high school graduates and other entry-level sources

• Due to vehicle complexity, industry wants to see more students moving from high school CTE 
to post-secondary CTE

• This assumes ALL post-secondary grads enter the industry, which is not accurate

Annual Demand
2016 Post-Secondary 

Graduates
Shortage

Automotive Service 75,900 38,829 -37,071

Collision Repair 17,200 5,791 -11,409

Diesel 28,300 11,966 -16,334

TOTAL 121,400 56,586 -64,814



“WE EAT OUR YOUNG”

Courtesy of ASE Education Foundation – Fall 2018

42% of grads leave the automotive industry 
in the first two (2) years

18% Technical Trades

14% Retail / Food Service

11% School / Training

4% Farming / Agriculture

8% Construction

2% Engineering

12% Other

10% Unemployed

8% Laborer

5% Military

4% Maintenance

4% Delivery / Logistics



EVERYONE IS FIGHTING FOR THE SAME TECHS

• Auto service
• Collision repair
• Heavy-duty/diesel
• Dealerships
• Other industries

“I can teach them how to 
work on a vehicle. 

I can’t teach them how to be 
passionate about working 
on a vehicle.”



• The organizations that are best at recruiting and growing 
their own technicians have the new competitive 
advantage

• Start viewing recruiting as an investment rather than an 
expense

• Other industry segments are offering better pay, tool, 
and other incentives – how will you compete?!

• Build your pipeline of candidates while they are still in 
school

A NEW MINDSET ON RECRUITING



40,000+ ENTRY-LEVEL TECHNICIANS

Adding 500+ new resumes per week



THE ULTIMATE GOAL

Help the next generation of 
technicians find the right first 

employer so they enter the industry, 
and STAY there!



MENTORING DIRECTLY INCREASES RETENTION

Those who receive 
mentoring are 
77% more likely to 
stay in their job. 

- Spherion Emerging Workforce Study



“CREATION” STARTS WHEN THEY ONBOARD

• Mold entry-level techs 
into a C tech, then a B 
tech, and hopefully an 
A tech

• The #1 question: “How 
long will it take?”



HOW LONG DOES IT TAKE TO REACH MASTERY?



HOW LONG FOR MENTORING? 

“You need to have practiced -
to have apprenticed - for 
10,000 hours before you get 
good.”

“We are far too impatient with 
people…we always want to 
make that assessment after 6 
months or a year. And that’s 
ridiculous.”

- Malcolm Gladwell, Outliers



KEY QUOTES

“The kinds of jobs we have 
people do today are 
sufficiently complex that 
they require a long time to 
reach mastery. And what we 
should be doing is setting 
up institutions and 
structures that allow people 
to spend the time and effort 
to reach mastery. Not 
judging them prematurely.”

- Malcolm Gladwell, Outliers



WORKPLACE MENTORING

• Pilot program with ASE 
and the ASE Education 
Foundation

• Online training for:

– The Mentor

– The Mentee

– The Manager



ADDRESSING THE CHALLENGES

• Creating a written plan 
for mentoring

• Define skill sets, training 
& certifications necessary 
to grow your technicians

• Choosing the Mentor

• Recruiting & choosing the 
Mentee

• Setting pay plans that 
incentivize the Mentor 
and Mentee

• Tool plans and programs

• Promoting the program 
internally

• Recognition



MENTEE TRACKING SYSTEM



WORKPLACE MENTORING

• Make recruiting the next generation of techs easier

• Systematize mentoring – participate in the free pilot

• Reverse the unsustainable loss of technicians


